Woodytrex Superior loftladder
✓ Private use

✓ Professional use

Luxuriously finished
Insulation value 1,22 (W/m2K)
Max. ceiling height 280 cm
Turning circle 65°
Easy assembly

Woodytrex Superior. A luxuriously finished loft ladder
The Woodytrex Superior is a luxuriously finished loft ladder. Handy, safe and finished with many extras. Behind the attic hatch there is a sturdy staircase that you
can easily pull downwards. This easy to mount loft ladder is the solution for every attic or loft.
We deliver the staircase fully assembled. You only have to install it. The luxuriously finished tray is finished with white plating on both sides. The treads are finished
with an anti-slip profile and with the standard provided safety handrail you are always safe. With the Woodytrex Superior you get a complete and luxuriously
finished attic staircase.

Many extras
The Woodytrex-Superior has plastic feet and a safety railing. Leaving you stable and safe, at all times.

Saving on heating costs
Drafts are a thing of the past. The Woodytrex Superior has a weather strip and an insulated hatch of 46 mm.

Simple assembly
The loft ladder is delivered completely assembled. You only have to install it.

No interference from tension springs
The tension springs between the box and the hatch are hidden neatly on the inside of the box. This way you are not bothered by it when
you walk up the stairs.

Product specifications
Item number

container size (m)

container height (cm)

max ceiling height (m)

turning circle

flap thickness (cm)

weight (kg)

EAN

max loading (kg)

505024

1,10 x 0,60

13,5

2,8

155

2,6

23,60

8711563148444

150

505025

1,10 x 0,70

13,5

2,8

155

2,6

24,60

8711563148451

150

505026

1,20 x 0,60

13,5

2,8

155

2,6

25,00

8711563129580

150

505027

1,20 x 0,70

13,5

2,8

155

2,6

26,50

8711563129597

150

505029

1,40 x 0,70

13,5

2,8

155

2,6

32,50

8711563134362

150

